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The history of Black Power in Britain is the history of the shit class trying to 
organize themselves.
 — Obi Egbuna, Destroy This Temple

On March 2, 1970, roughly one hundred people protested outside the U.S. embassy 
in Grosvenor Square, London, in support of the U.S. Black Panther founder Bobby 
Seale, who was on trial for murder in New Haven, Connecticut. They chanted “Free 
Bobby!” and carried posters proclaiming “Free, Free Bobby Seale” and “You Can 
Kill a Revolutionary but Not a Revolution.” Demonstrator Tony Thomas waved a 
large red and yellow flag emblazoned with a Black Panther symbol. Claiming that 
“their joint actions amounted to a general threat to passers by,” London police 
arrested sixteen of the protestors that day. Police charged these three women and 
thirteen men with threatening and assaulting police officers, distributing a flier enti-
tled “The Definition of Black Power,” intending to incite a breach of the peace, and 
willful damage to a police raincoat. At trial, the judge dropped the raincoat charge 
and found five of the accused, named as “Black Panther Defendants,” guilty of the 
remaining charges.1
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Here, the symbols, chants, and demands of the U.S. Black Panther Party 
(USBPP) crossed the Atlantic, stimulating shared racial and class identifications 
across national borders and intersecting with these Afro-Britons who identified 
themselves as the British Black Power Movement from 1967 to 1968 and as the Brit-
ish Black Panther Movement (BBPM) from 1968 to 1972. As the first Black Panther 
Movement to form independently outside the United States, the British Panthers 
took their ideological inspiration from the U.S. Panthers. The U.K. Panthers appro-
priated the U.S. Panthers’ revolutionary aesthetic as a model for protest, necessary 
violence, and for engaging with the state. The “Definition of Black Power” flier that 
protestors had distributed revealed that its authors thought their plight was part of 
an international anticapitalist struggle, asserting that

The history of the oppressed peoples of Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and the 
Americas over the last four hundred years has demonstrated that the world has 
been divided into two irreconcilable camps. A handful of western capitalist 
imperialist nations have mercilessly oppressed and exploited the broad toiling 
masses and ravaged the material wealth of the three continents. That the well-
being of the imperialist nations rests on the hundreds of millions of broken 
backs in Asia, Africa, the Caribbean and the Americas is the reality.

Black Power, the authors maintained, provided “the political slogan which gives 
expression to the pent up fury that rages in the oppressed peoples of the world.” The 
authors claimed that a long history of oppression had forced them to take up Black 
Power as a matter of necessity.2 The flier and concomitant protest would be the first 
in a series of altercations between the BBPM and the City of London Metropolitan 
Police in 1970.

The literature on internationalism and the USBPP has centered on the par-
ty’s influence on pan-Africanist movements, revolutionary movements, and antico-
lonial struggles.3 Kathleen Cleaver charts the development of the first international 
wing of the Black Panther Party in Algeria in 1969. John McCartney demonstrates 
the direct influence of the USBPP on the Vanguard Nationalists and the Socialist 
Party in the Bahamas. Ruth Reitan traces the relationship between Panther leader 
Eldridge Cleaver and the Castro regime, paying particular attention to Cuba as a 
haven for revolutionary black exiles from the United States. Most recently, Jeffrey O. 
G. Ogbar shows how the party influenced the Young Lords, a Puerto Rican national-
ist group that was active in the United States from 1966 to 1972.4 

In this article, I am less concerned with the U.S. party’s official activities 
abroad than with spontaneous Black Panther party formations. Michael Clemons 
and Charles Jones lay the groundwork for this examination in their identification 
of several global emulators of the USBPP. Although the USBPP set up few formal 
international party affiliates, it catalyzed grassroots formations of small, cell-style 
insurgent groups in Bermuda, Israel, Australia, India, and the United Kingdom 
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between 1967 and 1987. These groups adopted the party’s name and symbol, ben-
efiting from the Panthers’ rhetorical power and role “in the global network of the 
New Left.”5 In varied local settings, these emulators enacted goals, community pro-
grams, and confrontational styles based on the model of U.S. Panther activism, but 
each international Panther party also developed its own ideologies and political cri-
tiques, which will be reflected here in the case of the U.K. Panthers.

An examination of spontaneous Panther group formations opens up several 
questions. By looking at inflections of racial and political tropes we can learn how 
transnational, national, and local identifications merged in the U.K. Panthers’ con-
structions of blackness. Although the British definition of “black” differed broadly 
from the American context (Indians, Pakistanis, West Indians, and continental Afri-
cans were all considered “coloured” or black by the government and in political 
culture), the British Black Power movement grew out of specific racial and class 
tensions experienced by London’s Afro-Caribbean community.6 A study of police 
files allows us to situate the Panthers in the relationship between London’s Afro-
Caribbean community and city police more generally in the early 1970s. A consider-
ation of the ways that U.K. Panthers identified themselves reveals salient aspects of 
the global cultural and political influence of the American Panthers — of the “pen-
umbra” of the USBPP.7

I argue that the U.K. Panthers represented an initial step in the U.S. Pan-
thers’ goal of inculcating a global anti-imperialist struggle that would give race equal 
attention with class. The hegemony of American capitalism served as the driving 
force behind this larger network of consciousness. As the historian Davarian Baldwin 
maintains, “The [U.S.] Panthers’ engagement with the U.S. empire of transnational 
capital took place precisely through their manipulation and production of mass cul-
tural products and ideas at that particular moment. In their hands, blackness became 
the conduit for a cultural politics of decolonization, connecting black ghettos to the 
Third World.”8 The British Panthers adopted the strains of Black Power made acces-
sible through the style and communication strategies of the U.S. Panthers, indicating 
their class and racial solidarity and their recognition that blackness and diaspora 
were ultimately modern concepts.9

This article also belongs to literatures on the long legacy of black internation-
alism and its more recent development of Black Power. Historian Peniel E. Joseph 
defines Black Power as a politics that “trumpeted a militant new race consciousness 
that placed black identity as the soul of a new radicalism.”10 Black Power activists 
argued for a fundamental alteration of society, rather than reform. In the United 
States, the politics of Black Power appealed to a broad range of people and orga-
nizations including black nationalists, Marxists, pan-Africanists, trade unionists, 
feminists, and liberals, as well as to a limited number of conservatives invested in 
its call for black entrepreneurship. From its beginning as a progressive call for black 
consciousness in 1966, Black Power evolved into a revolutionary ideology that the 
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Panthers articulated in 1968. Black Power, not just the Panthers, appeared in vary-
ing forms in many international contexts, such as in Trinidad, where several journal-
ists and scholars have focused on the 1970 Black Power Revolution.11

The U.S. Panthers offered the most transnationally appropriable formation 
of Black Power. This visibility during a moment of global cultural upheaval afforded 
the Panthers what Baldwin has called “representational legitimacy,” which catalyzed 
the emergence of Black Panther parties outside the U.S. context.12 The earliest U.S. 
Panther ideology consisted of arguments for racial solidarity and black nationalism 
with elements of Marxism, which evolved by 1968 to a more explicit fusion of Marx-
ism with revolutionary nationalism. After 1970, the USBPP espoused global social-
ism through Huey Newton’s idea of revolutionary intercommunalism.13 The sources 
to be examined here demonstrate that although British Panthers may not have used 
the term intercommunalism, they supported a global socialist revolution that would 
expose the nation-state as irrelevant.

The British Panthers acted within a spectrum of organizations, known as 
the British Black Power Movement, that promoted pan-Africanism, black national-
ism, and communism. Taking these organizations into account, I am specifically 
interested in why and how the British Panthers formed when other options for radi-
cal activism associated with Black Power were already available.14 Utilizing Paul 
Gilroy’s “suggestion that cultural historians could take the Atlantic as one single, 
complex unit of analysis in their discussions of the modern world and use it to pro-
duce an explicitly transnational and intercultural perspective,” I will show how the 
U.K. Panthers adapted American Black Power to suit a transnational yet also local 
struggle.15 I argue that the U.S. Panthers provided an appropriable ideology through 
visible cultural markers that melded with the legacy of West Indian radicalism to 
create a fluid, albeit short-lived, U.K. Black Panther Movement and that the well-
traveled “routes” of the Black Atlantic allowed Britain to be the first site at which an 
international Panther group emerged.16

The findings in this article are based on an examination of London police files 
and a collection of essays by the Biafran novelist, playwright, lawyer, and imprisoned 
Black Power leader Obi Egbuna. In 1971, Egbuna published Destroy This Temple: 
The Voice of Black Power in Britain, in which he reflected on the accomplishments 
and strategies of Black Power in the United Kingdom. Between 1970 and 1972, the 
British Director of Public Prosecutions compiled files involving the Panthers and 
the City of London Metropolitan Police for archiving as “Black Panther cases” at the 
U.K. Public Record Office. By interweaving Egbuna’s personal narrative with police 
records from the state archives, I will analyze the ways in which the British Black 
Panthers engaged in a struggle with the Metropolitan Police over issues of immigra-
tion, blackness, violence, anti-imperialism, and social space.
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“It Was Not Meant for Us”: Immigration Politics and Black Power in London
Between 1961 and 1964, Britain’s black population tripled from about 300,000 
to 1 million.17 Between 1955 and June 1962, 259,540 people migrated from the 
Caribbean to the United Kingdom. These immigrants brought with them a tradi-
tion of activism that laid the groundwork for the emergence of Black Power.18 Their 
notion of Black Power was elastic, drawing on the writings of Marcus Garvey, C. 
L. R. James, George Padmore, and Frantz Fanon and incorporating cultural con-
sciousness, the politics of decolonialization, and calls for an antiracist, anticapital-
ist revolution.19 Some adopted classical leftist formations, represented, for example, 
by the work of Trinidadian-born journalist-activist Claudia Jones. Younger, second-
generation immigrants embraced radical confrontational styles and disapproved of 
the antiracist politics of the established Left. Another Trinidadian intellectual and 
activist, James, served as a mentor to these young radicals and to the British Marxist- 
internationalist journal Race Today.20

Despite the popularity of black radical political discourse, figures in the 
media, politicians, and cultural leaders denied the existence of Black Power in the 
United Kingdom. These writers and leaders claimed that although race was an 
international problem, Black Power was an inherently American phenomenon. For 
example, in 1969, the Times critic Irving Wardle characterized the African Ameri-
can playwright Ed Bullins’s The Gentlemen Caller and How Do You Do? as “two 
Black Power plays . . . written for the black American community,” saying “there is 
something absurd in seeing them performed to white British spectators, let alone 
in treating them as reviewing fodder . . . it seems pretty crude stuff but then, it was 
not meant for us.”21 Wardle separated white Britons from “crude” black arts and 
portrayed Black Power as alterity, as a phenomenon meant for black Americans but 
not for “us.”

Afro-British activists, however, believed they had much in common with 
their African American counterparts. In between the U.K. visits of Malcolm X in 
1964 – 65 and of Stokely Carmichael in 1967, Egbuna flew to America in 1966 where 
he “tramped the Black ghettos of the United States and delved into the soul of the 
grass roots.”22 Inspired by this visit as well as by several ideas he found in the media 
and in black radical literature, Egbuna returned to the United Kingdom ready to 
develop a Black Power organization.23 He attended meetings of black organizations 
at which other activists asked him to explain the significance of the new Panther 
badge that he wore.24 Gaining support from these interactions, Egbuna and a group 
known as the Universal Coloured People’s Association (UCPA) launched Black 
Power from a Brixton flat in September 1967.25 They wrote a fourteen-page credo 
with a black panther emblazoned on the cover to “explain to the British people what 
Black Power in [Britain] really [was] . . . [the] totality of the economic, cultural, 
political, and if necessary, military power which the black peoples of the world must 
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acquire in order to get the white oppressor off their backs.” These Black Power 
advocates claimed that they were “no initiators of violence. But if a white man lays 
his hand on one of us we will regard it as an open declaration of war against all of 
us.”26 Egbuna, the president of the UCPA, told the Times that the movement had 
recruited 778 members in seven weeks.

Seven months later, Egbuna did an about-face in his vision for Black Power. 
He called the UCPA annual general meeting six months earlier than planned in 
April 1968, resigned as chairman, and founded the BBPM, which advertised itself 
as a revolutionary socialist group.27 Struck by a lack of consensus about the mean-
ing of Black Power within the UCPA, Egbuna struck out on his own, borrowing the 
term Black Power and related symbols from the U.S. Panthers. He insisted that the 
movement had to be ideologically coherent and masculine because “the secret of the 
Panthers’ success to date, even if limited, lies in this insistence . . . that the move-
ment must be a fraternity of brothers of strictly identical ideological orientation.”28 
This ideology combined a Marxist-Leninist class revolution with an analysis of racial 
discrimination. Egbuna derived his racial analysis from Karl Marx: “I cannot see 
how any man who called on workers to unite because they are oppressed as work-
ers could deny men of colour the right to unite when they are victimized as men  
of colour.”29

The ideological orientation of the British Panthers differed in some ways 
from that of their U.S. counterparts in terms of relationships with the white Left 
and of the embrace of cultural nationalism. Egbuna insisted that “the White ‘Marx-
ists,’ with their usual presumption that only they have read Marx, persist in deriding 
Black Power as narrow, nationalistic, and un-Marxian.” He believed that British 
Panthers should remain independent from sympathetic whites and claimed that 
white liberals “enjoy[ed] a certain degree of security from the system of society.” 
This contrasted with the U.S. Panthers’ view that coalitions with whites formed an 
essential part of the revolution. As the British Panthers gained notoriety, however, 
they began to accept the support of some whites. While the U.S. Panthers rejected 
the central Black Power tenet of cultural nationalism as romantic and ineffica-
cious, the U.K. Panthers aimed to spread what they termed “black consciousness” 
through meetings that showcased poetry, music, and film from the West Indies and 
West Africa. Although the black consciousness espoused by the U.K. Panthers did 
not constitute a full-scale adoption of cultural nationalism in the style of Maulana  
Karenga and the US Organization, the British Panthers’ interest in the arts mirrored 
the black arts movement in the United States, showcased an emerging black British 
identity, and fit well with the founding of the Notting Hill Carnival, an annual two-
day street festival celebrating Britain’s West Indian community, in 1966.30

The British Panther movement also formed outside the official auspices of the 
U.S. Panthers because the latter had not yet internationalized its organizing scope 
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in 1967. The USBPP had certainly expressed support for international activities and 
had sent members to parts of Africa, Asia, Cuba, Germany, and Scandinavia. But 
it lacked the institutional infrastructure necessary to establish an anti-imperialist 
front or overseas chapters. It was not until 1969, after solidifying its organizational 
structure and discussing the possibilities offered by Marxism-Leninism, that the 
U.S. party helped form the Algerian Black Panther Party, its first affiliate abroad. 
By this time, it had already inspired the formation of the U.K. Panthers, although 
possibly without knowing it.31

The British Black Panther Cases
In the government’s eyes, West Indians were the most problematic of Britain’s 
“coloured” immigrant groups. A 1963 Home Office report complained that “the 
West Indians, while making little effort to accommodate themselves to a different 
way of life, are demanding equal opportunities and equal treatment generally.”32 
Furthermore, as James Whitfield has noted, the police believed that West Indians 
corrupted “traditional” British social values through sexual relationships with white 
women, participation in the illicit drug trade, and patronage of illegal drinking and 
gambling clubs. Permanent surveillance in black neighborhoods, particularly in 
Brixton, the center of the London West Indian community, and a lack of adequate 
race-relations training led police to see any crime in those neighborhoods as a crime 
of the entire community. Police then responded with “uncompromising firmness in 
which the end was not frequently seen to justify the means.”33 Unsurprisingly, the 
West Indian community and the London police simply did not trust each other.

Three London court cases from 1970 expose the conflicts between police 
and British Panthers by revealing moments in which police concerns about Black 
Power and the Panthers’ aspirations are laid bare. In the aforementioned embassy 
protest of March 1970, a Black Panther solidarity demonstration for Seale turned 
violent when police and protestors clashed, leading to the arrest of sixteen Panthers. 
In August, police accused the Panthers of distributing a leaflet designed to defame 
the judge during a high-profile court case known as the Mangrove Nine. Later that 
same month, a stolen watch allegation led police to a social hall where Black Pan-
thers were holding a dance. The police investigation provoked the Panthers, who 
attacked the police as they left the building. In two of the court cases, the state 
criminalized the Panthers for the size of their events, which numbered one hundred 
reported protestors at the embassy and as many as four hundred dancers at the Oval 
House social event.34 The judge in the Oval House brawl defined “riotous assembly” 
as at least three persons assembled together, using his definition to find three of the 
defendants guilty.35 Most of those arrested in the three cases were West Indian, 
male, and young. Of the twenty-six named defendants in these cases, twenty-three 
were male and fourteen of West Indian origin.36 Whitfield identifies black youth 
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and immigrants as two of the London police’s late 1960s “errant scapegoat groups,” 
which suggests that these young West Indian men may have been profiled by the 
police.37 All of the Panthers arrested in the embassy protest and the Oval House 
brawl cases were between the ages of seventeen and thirty-five.38

On August 9, 1970, a Black Panther group protested “the white racist system’s 
use of their police force to invade . . . the places where black people frequent.” In 
this case, the Panthers were opposed to the aggressive policing of the Mangrove 
restaurant in Notting Hill, a popular meeting place for black radicals.39 A group of 
150 protestors marched through the community toward Notting Hill, Notting Dale, 
and Harrow Road police stations to “expose the racist brutality that black people 
experience[d] at the hands of the police.” Police and protestors clashed during the 
march, and police arrested nineteen black protestors, charging them with assault, 
possession of an offensive weapon, and incitement to riot.40 Ten defendants’ charges 
were soon dropped, but support swelled for the other nine accused, who became 
known as the Mangrove Nine. C. L. R. James summoned the remaining protestors 
the day after the arrest and urged them to continue their fight, emphasizing the 
seriousness of the charges against their comrades.41 The Mangrove Nine trial began 
in October 1971 and captured media attention. During the trial, Black Panthers and 
their allies demonstrated outside the central criminal court, the Old Bailey.42 

On the last day of trial testimony, police turned over a leaflet called “Battle 
for Freedom at Old Bailey” to Judge Edward Clarke, who believed the leaflet might 
be in contempt of the court.43 Constable Roger Buckley had apprehended the leaflet 
while on duty in the Notting Dale neighborhood on December 11, 1971. The leaf-
let charged that a biased judge and jury had colluded to skew the proceedings of 
the case against the Mangrove Nine, claiming that “the case has been a systematic 
exposure of police lies, the way in which the prosecution, having no evidence, tries 
to play on the prejudices of the jury, of the way in which the judge plays the part of 
chief prosecutor, attacking and obstructing the defence.”44 After a four-month inves-
tigation, the officer P. J. Palmes concluded that the police lacked sufficient evidence 
to identify the authors of the leaflet, “which in any event might be ill-advised at this 
stage as likely to exacerbate racial feelings.”45 This led Judge Clarke to drop the con-
tempt of court charge, and later that year, he acquitted the Mangrove Nine.

The Afro-British community was further empowered by the case of the Oval 
House brawl, which began at approximately 10 p.m. on August 31, 1970, just three 
weeks after the Mangrove march. That evening, Peter Pace and David Proberts, 
two white schoolboys, were leaving Oval Underground station as two black boys 
approached them.46 One of these boys said a girl wanted to speak to Pace and Prob-
erts just around the corner. Pace and Proberts followed around the corner, and one 
of the black boys allegedly stole Pace’s watch. The white boys claimed that the assail-
ants ran into Oval House, a social hall rented out for a Black Panther – sponsored  
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reggae dance that evening. The boys ran home and told Pace’s mother, who returned 
with them to Oval House.

When Mrs. Pace approached, a Black Panther at the door told her that the 
event was a wedding and that only private guests could enter. Reportedly, another 
Panther pushed Mrs. Pace back from the doorway, after which she sent her son to 
get the police and waited outside. Shortly thereafter, two plainclothes detectives 
arrived at the hall and showed a warrant card to two men sitting by the door. The 
two men refused the detectives entry beyond the lobby as they did not have a pass 
to join the alleged wedding party. Police quarreled with a growing crowd of Pan-
thers and solicited reinforcement before entering the hall. Accompanied by Pace 
and Proberts, the police stopped the dance music, circulated among the dancing 
couples, and searched for the stolen watch, but they were unable to find it.47 

As the officers exited, Panther Keith Spencer (who emigrated from Jamaica 
in 1957) jumped onstage and chanted through the microphone, “Out with the pigs, 
fascist pigs, throw them out” and “Kill the pigs, kill the whities.” After another song 
ended, Spencer continued his chant, allegedly to the beat of drums. The police sus-
pected that this was the signal that led dance attendees to hurl objects at them. 
During the altercation, bottles, cans, and chairs struck seven police officers. Most 
injuries were not serious, but two officers were knocked unconscious.48 As the attack 
continued, Spencer spat at the police officer Sheppard and shouted, “Don’t touch me, 
white shit.” Other attendees shouted, “Get out, fascist fuzz!” Seemingly threatened, 
the police refused to reenter the dance and elected not to arrest Spencer and his 
fellow organizer Edmund Lecointe (who emigrated from Dominica in 1960), on the 
scene. But they did ultimately arrest four Panther members, accusing them of assault 
on police, possession of a weapon, incitement to murder, and aiding and abetting in 
assault. On June 28, 1971, Judge Gillis found Spencer, Lecointe, and Leonard Ander-
son guilty but elected to give them suspended sentences. The judge told the Panther 
defendants that they had been shown “a measure of mercy” by the court.49 

“Acts of Bravery in a Racist State:” Building a Panther Cadre
The Black Panthers channeled their community’s resentment of the police into a cri-
tique of police violence. In the “Battle for Freedom” leaflet, Mangrove Nine support-
ers insisted: “The police of that area in London had for years harassed and brutalised 
the people of Notting Hill. The Mangrove Restaurant, one of the nerve centres of 
the community, had been raided without reason several times. Evidence in the trial 
showed how high the resentment of the brothers and sisters, both defendants and 
witnesses, against this constant unchecked brutality was.”50 Police also found a flier 
titled “Organised Action in Self Defence” in Leonard Anderson’s pocket after his 
arrest at the reggae dance that identified two recent cases in which police had used 
attack dogs against black people. The flier also claimed that over six hundred police 
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had been present at the Mangrove march and that there, too, they had released dogs 
on black protestors. In the words of the flier’s author, “when over one hundred black 
youths in the Islington area marched to Caledonian Road police station to inquire 
about four brothers and sisters who had been brutalized and arrested, fear hit the 
racist pig police and they let loose dogs on black people.”51

In response to these and other violent incidents, the Panthers emphasized their 
own preparedness and willingness to confront police when necessary.52 They claimed 
weapons as central to their definition of Black Power: “Only when the most oppressed 
sections of the world are totally liberated will it be possible for the oppressed peoples 
to lay down their arms.”53 This rhetoric did not essentialize black violence, as the Pan-
thers believed that Black Power allowed all oppressed people to express their extant 
anger. Like their U.S. counterparts, the British Panthers in some cases also carried 
weapons. Given stricter gun laws in the United Kingdom and the relative inacces-
sibility of guns compared to the U.S. context, in the court record Panthers appear to 
have only carried knives — Spencer carried a knife at the reggae dance, and Lecointe 
had previously been fined for possessing an “offensive weapon.”54 Through physical 
training, Black Panthers also prepared for encounters with the state. Peter Oliver 
explained in his court testimony how he had lent Oval House to the Black Panthers 
for karate lessons and other forms of physical training.55

The Panthers counterbalanced their preparation for violence by fostering 
community among London’s West Indians. They established community programs 
as the U.S. Panthers had done, such as organized activities for teenage West Indi-
ans held at the Oval House. Oliver stated in court that he was “impressed by the 
[Black Panthers’] work. The relationship between the ‘panthers’ and the club has 
been deepened and strengthened over the last three months.” The reggae dance was 
the third in a series of such dances, and Oliver believed that it was a part of the Pan-
thers’ outreach to local youth.56 These initiatives mirrored U.S. Panther efforts to 
draw in the “brothers on the block.” U.K. Panther programs sent a message to fellow 
immigrants that they were concerned about West Indians’ social spaces, educational 
opportunities, and their overall quality of life.

Urban space proved a contested terrain, as the Panthers identified and 
labeled centers of oppression within the city. The Panthers saw officers outside their 
events, believed they were under police surveillance, and responded by claiming 
social spaces rhetorically and physically. In their promotional literature, the Man-
grove Nine demonstrators sought to “expos[e] the racist brutality . . . at the three 
main centres of fascist repression in the area — Notting Hill, Notting Dale, and 
Harrow Road Police Stations.”57 The Panthers saw urban space as a battle zone, 
claiming that protestors committed “act[s] of bravery in a racist state.”58

The Panthers sought to control this battle zone, as when they confronted the 
police in the Oval House brawl. After forcing the police out of Oval House, the Pan-
thers used the building as a fortress: they waited inside the doors, swung them open 
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just long enough to throw cans and bottles at the police, and then quickly pulled 
them shut.59 The superintendent of police barred his officers from returning to the 
building out of concern for further violence. More important, Panthers believed that 
their sense of community trumped battles over physical spaces. When Judge Clarke 
did not allow the Mangrove Nine supporters to enter the courtroom, the Panthers 
responded that “the courtroom and the dock have not been able to isolate these nine 
brothers and sisters from the community of struggle of which they are a part.”60

“With Iron Hands in Velvet Gloves”:  
Confronting American and British Imperialisms
Despite establishment attempts to posit Black Power as an American-only idea, in 
the three cases discussed here, British Black Power advocates saw the concept as 
potent and applied it to their activism; they used “Black America” as a rhetorical 
and stylistic benchmark for oppression and resistance. They compared their social 
treatment to that of African Americans, demonstrated connections between the two 
groups, and appropriated aspects of the U.S. Panthers’ resistance. At the embassy 
protest, Seale supporters claimed that through an interstate conspiracy, the U.S. 
government was officially plotting to wipe out the BPP and to continue the repres-
sion of black and progressive white Americans. The Panthers’ flier stated:

America plots state execution and cold blooded murder of Black Freedom 
Fighter, Bobby Seale, Chairman, Black Panther Party. . . . Now he is to be 
handed over to the blood-sucking mad dogs and murdering pig-hangmen in 
Connecticut to be butchered. . . . Black People and All Progressive People 
in Britain!! This American Murder Plot, this policy of widespread ruthless 
suppression against the Panthers is also directly against all of us here in Britain. 
Therefore all of us must resist it here and now.61 

The leaflet authors called for resistance because they saw themselves not merely 
as allies of Seale but as the direct victims of American oppression. They saw this 
oppression taking official state form and believed that the American government 
was against them as well.

While the Panthers’ flier maintained that American policies oppressed Amer-
icans and Britons, Egbuna felt that white Britons exploited the racial situation in the 
United States to obscure their own race prejudices. Egbuna contended that racial 
biases in the United Kingdom were more insidious because they were less public 
than in the United States. He saw the white Englishman’s subtlety as sinister:

In Mississippi, the White man tells you straight that he does not want you in his 
neighbourhood and you know where you stand with him. In Wimbledon, the 
Englishman will apologise most profusely when he refuses you accommodation 
on racial grounds: “Room to let, sorry no coloureds, Irish or dogs.” When you 
confront him personally, it is never his fault, he of course never has racial 
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prejudice, it is always the neighbour who is the villain. The American will lynch 
you and doesn’t give a damn who knows it. But the Englishman always has 
enough residue of subtlety to lynch you with iron hands in velvet gloves.62

Egbuna believed British racism was a silent demon clothed in white middle-class 
propriety. Using metaphorical bastions of white supremacy (Mississippi and Wimble-
don), he delineated what he saw as divergent systems of overt and covert prejudice. 
Some white Britons’ refusal to admit to racist attitudes angered Egbuna the most, 
further fueling his desire for Black Power in the United Kingdom.

Despite these perceived differences in the ways that racism was expressed 
in the two nations, the BBPM stressed a shared black identity with the American 
Panthers. When Spencer was asked why he supported Seale, he responded, “I am 
always angry as far as black people are concerned.”63 British Panthers recognized a 
shifting transatlantic relationship between the growing American empire and con-
tracting British colonialism. This relationship, characterized by Gilroy as part of 
the “Black Atlantic,” made black American concerns also black British concerns in 
the minds of the Panthers. Panthers insisted that the imprisonment of Seale formed 
part of a policy of suppression targeted at blacks everywhere. One of their fliers 
stated: “Remember: America dominates and so controls Britain economically and 
even politically! America controls our homelands in Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean. 
Therefore American suppressive policies, fascism, and international murder plots 
concern all of us.”64 From a postcolonial critique of American dominance the U.K. 
Panthers derived a shared diasporic black identity, asserting that the imperialist 
United States oppressed black people globally.

The British Black Panthers exposed local audiences to these global networks 
by promoting a transnational black working-class revolution. Panthers pointed out 
that the police formed part of a larger framework of oppression. When asked why 
the embassy protest was directed at the police, Spencer responded that he “[didn’t] 
see why the police in this country should interpret this as being directed to them.”65 
He explained that the demonstration was only against the police in the sense that 
they were part of the British establishment. By emphasizing the notion of the estab-
lishment, Spencer suggested that the need for a revolution was more palpable and 
urgent than what could be accomplished by a narrow critique of the local police.

The Panthers made clear that “the revolution” must articulate the mutually 
reinforcing nature of race and class. In their reasoning, all people who worked in an 
imperialist/capitalist system, including the white working class, and refused to par-
ticipate in a revolution, were complicit in the oppression of the black working class. 
The authors of the Mangrove Nine leaflet adapted a white working-class axiom that 
stated, “One law for the rich, another for the poor,” changing it based on the trial 
to say, “One law for blacks, another for whites.”66 Despite these racial distinctions, 
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however, the Panthers encouraged white support at other times, indicating a lack of 
internal resolution about this issue.

One such group of supporters were middle-class whites, classic participants 
in the New Left, who marched in the embassy protest, broadening the Panthers’ col-
lective base and reinforcing their role as a vanguard party. Protestors included white 
men and women, such as the American Jane Grant, a film editor living in Regent’s 
Park, a predominantly white middle-class neighborhood. She noted the privileging 
of her race, gender, and perhaps her nationality when she claimed that Spencer “was 
probably shouting as I was ‘Free Bobby,’ [but] I was not arrested.”67 Additionally, 
the fliers distributed there called to “all Progressive People in Britain,” referring to 
urban middle-class leftist, and perhaps communist, supporters rather than a major-
ity working-class group.68

From the U.S. Panthers to the U.K. Panthers and Back Again
The six emulatory Panther parties identified by Clemons and Jones reveal that the 
U.S. Black Panthers appealed across ethnic and geographic boundaries to a global 
network of African-descended people, seeking their solidarity and provoking them 
to seek power through blackness. The Panthers developed a transatlantic reach due 
to the dynamic relationship among visual culture, mass production, and politics dur-
ing this period. The stylistic, iconographic, and rhetorical formations of the Panthers 
affected those outside the United States in variegated ways and called on specific 
historical narratives including slavery, class conflict, and state oppression. The his-
torian William VanDeburg maintains that Black Power was an essentially cultural 
form that captured and inspired people, that “in the words of Lerone Bennett, Jr., 
it ‘made everything political and everything cultural.’ ”69 More than simply mak-
ing “everything political and everything cultural,” Black Power interpolated Black 
Britons by evoking connections to their experiences of government oppression and 
to the popularity of African American style during this period. As Jacqueline Nassy 
Brown has argued with regards to Liverpool, “a nascent American hegemony actu-
ally facilitated the development of radical blackness.”70 But although American cul-
tural and political dominance on the world stage made available the symbols and 
ideas of Black Power, West Africans and West Indians in London appropriated these 
concepts for their own purposes and with local constructions of race in mind.

In several ways, the interactions between U.K. Panthers and the City of Lon-
don Metropolitan Police are familiar to those who know the narrative of the Pan-
thers in the United States. Police watched the Panthers, Panthers defended them-
selves when attacked, and Panthers invoked particular tropes and icons from the 
USBPP, symbols that activated powerful connections to radical ideologies already 
present in London’s black community. Ambalavaner Sivanandan, a librarian and 
later the director of London’s Institute for Race Relations, explained, “Black Power, 
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in particular, spoke to me very directly because it was about race and class both at 
once. More than that, it was about the politics of existence.”71 

Throughout their existence, the U.K. Panthers insisted on a transnational 
framework for their struggle. Egbuna claimed, “We do not dream for one moment 
that the Black people in Britain can organise themselves as a unit totally separate 
from other Black forces in the world. Black Power is an international concept.”72 
There were several geographic sites at which Black Power as “an international con-
cept” might have taken hold when it first did in the United Kingdom in 1967. Schol-
ars could use these multiple possibilities and eventual Black Power movements to 
solidify current historiographical frameworks establishing a transnational black civil 
rights movement. This potential “Wide Civil Rights Movement” reached places with 
racial formations as diverse as India, Israel, New Zealand, and the United King-
dom.73 Although the local subjectivities of its emulators always varied along the 
crossing lines of race, class, and gender, the Black Panther Party provided a desired, 
selectively appropriated, and malleable group identity in a quest for black global 
transformation.
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